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The lecture hall at the Museum of Fine Arts was crowded to capacity
for the opening lecture in our Fall Forum Series by Amiya Chakra warty
on "Conditions forPeace as seen from India," Both the offering and the critical
comment were generous and enthusiastic . A first-timer asked, "Do you often have
speakers of this quality?" We tried to look modest and he went on, "If so, I'll
certainly be interested in your program ." Then, "Is this a new organization in the
city?" Told that this is our thirteenth year, he went away shaking his head and
wondering audibly, "Where have I been all this time?" but assuring us that he'll be
on hand for Sorenson.
WILL YOU? --AND YOUR FRIENDS who would probably be just as delighted to discover
us? Remember it is The Museum, Friday evening, November 26 . Reginald Sorenson, M .P .,
"Conditions for Peace, as seen by a British Laborite ."
WELL BEGUN :

Bob Vogel, ex-SPC, wrote from Southern California where Sorenson has just completed a series of conferences : "He is by far the best representative of the British
Parliament that we have had in this country for a long time and he has specific proposals to make ." Come and hear what they are and discuss them afterward.
A "founding father" of SPC and still an enthusiastic supporter has sugges.ted that the message of Lindbergh's new book is of importance to P`L
readers . The editor heartily agrees.
Recognizing himself as the product of our scientific training and culture ("I grew up as a disciple of science . I have felt the godlike power man derives from his machines"), Lindbergh describes three occasions in his life when he
has felt an overwhelming desire "to communicate belief ." The third is now when
"We are today (1948) caught in a vicious cycle where our security seems to de p end on
regimentation and weapons which will ruin us tomorrow ." Science, he believes, has
become the victim of its technologists, as religion has of its fanatics . "Hiroshima
was as far from the intention of the pure scientist as the Inquisition was from the
Sermon on the Mount ." His verb* unusual` and little known war experience taught him:
1. In worshipp ing science man gains power but loses the quality of life.
2. Without a highly developed science modern man lacks the power to survive.
3. Survival, in the last analysis,, is fully as dependent on the quality of
life as on the power of arms .
.
If civilization is to continue, men must direct the material power of his
science by the spiritual truths of his God.
5.
Our success depends less on forcing our-democracy on others than on setting
an example others .will wish to follow ; less by using ; arms than by avoiding
them ; less by pointing-out the mote in another's eye than by removal of the
beam in our own ; the improvement of our way of life is more important than
the spreading of .it.
6. From Plato's Republic to Roosevelt's UN, salvation has never been found in
politics, economics and logic ; it lies in . the balanced qualities of spirit,
mind end body . (Therefore),
7. 7e mist measure education less by the amount of knowledge it instills than
by the living wisdom it :creates.
OF FLIGHT
and LIFE

You can buy the book for $1 .50 or find a geed condensation in the Reader's Digest,
September, 1948.
Largely because of the excellent work done by the Campaign Committee
A WORD FROM
THE TREASURER under the leadership of our good friends, the Rev . Edwin T . Dahlberg,
the Rev . :Terry B . Taylor, Mr . P . N . Braun and others, last fall and
winter, the Peace Council has come through another, year of inflated costs in sound
condition . But there is little margin and these closing weeks of the year will be
the testing time . Specifically, we shall need at least $350 to carry us through to
1949 . '?e have outstanding pledges on the books of $297, If every one is paid by
December 10 we can balance our books in the black . ',e are proud of the very slight
"shrinka g e" in our pledges and confident that a reminder is all that is needed . Let's
give our new Finance Chairman, the Rev . C . Philip Torrance, an even brea'le!
OUR JOB Bill Huntington, Quaker Relief Commissioner in Europe with , headquarters . in
Perri c tarn
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A "founding father" of SPC and still an enthusiastic supporter has suggested that the message of Lindbergh's new book is of importance to PNL
readers . The editor heartily agrees.
Recognizing himself as the product of our scientific training and culture ("I grew up as a disciple of science . I have felt the godlike power man derives from his machines"), Lindbergh describes three: occasions in his life when he
has felt an overwhelming desire "to communicate belief ." The third is now when
"We are today (1948) caught in a vicious cycle where our security seems to debend 'on
regimentation and weapons which will ruin us tomorrow ." Science, he believes, has
become the victim of its technologists, as religion has of its fanatics . "Hiroshima
was as far from the intention of the pure scientist as the Inquisition was from the
Sermon on the Mount ." His very unusual ` and little 'mown war experience taught him:
1. In worshipping science man gains power but loses the quality of life.
2. Without a highly developed science modern mnn lacks the power to survive.
3. Survival, in the last analysis, , is fully ns dependent on the quality of
life as on the power of arms.
.• If civilization is to continue, men must direct the material power of his
science . by the spiritual truths of his God.
5. Our success depends less on forcing our• democracy on others than on setting
an example others .will wish to follow ; less by usin`_, arms than by avoiding
them ; less by pointing out the mote in another's eye than by removal of the
beam in our own ; the improvement of our way of life is more important than
the spreading of .it.
6. From Plato's Republic to Roosevelt's UN, , salvation has never been found in
politics, economics and logic ; it lies in_ the balanced qualities of spirit,
mind end body . (Therefore),
7.
r]e must measure education less by the amount of knowledge it instills than
by the living wisdom it creates.
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You can buy the book for $1 .50 or find a good condensation in the Reader's Digest,
September, 1948.
Largely because of the excellent work done by the Campaign Committee
A WORD FROM
THE TREASURER under the leadershi p of our good friends, the Rev . Edwin T . Dahlberg,
the Rev . :-Jerry E . Taylor, Er . P . N . Braun and others, last fall and
winter, the Peace Council has come through another, year of inflated costs in sound
condition . But there is little margin and these closing weeks of the year will be
the testing time . Specifically, we shall need at least $350 to carry us through to
1949 . '?e have outstanding pledges on the books of $297 . If every one is paid by
December 10 we can balance our books in the black . re are proud of the very slight
"shrinkage" in our pledges and confident that a reminder is all that is needed . Let's
give our new Finance Chairman, the Rev . C . Philiu Torrance, an even break!
OUR JOB Bill Huntington, quaker Relief Commissioner in Europe with,headquarters in
Paris, who has just been home for six weeks and has made a trip across the
continent, is anpalled to find . almost no one among the rank and file of
Americans "really thinking about peace .
"The task facing us all," he insists, "is
to make people think constructively in terms of peace . We must convince them that
war is to be avoided not by more war but by =king the world so healthy that war can't
exist, and. to think of people in other nations as people rather than as representatives of other nations ." Thet i s
it SPC tries to do 365 days of each year . Are you
h_:pgzng?
Wi1C`T,`L !
VT AT OF THE MORROW??

A woman brought $10 into our office the other day end eaked us
to send a CARE package to ~o . needy family overseas . The group
she represented had sent one pa deege to Czechoslovakia but was
:?hen we suggest : d
not quite sure now that it would be wise to send another there .
mefeet. one of the most desperately needy pieces today is Berlins, she paused for
m snt and. the,: said slowly, giving her reluctant consent, "'r ell, I suppose we must be
broads i nded but, in a way, they did bring it on themselves, didn't they?" She was a
good, sincere, thoroughly kind woman . Lihe most of us .

In a primary school in the north of Berlin to investigation (reported by the
Protestant relief agency, Hilfswerk) of social condition and home life of boys
showed : 41 boys, age 12-14 in one classroom . Of these 41, 9 had no parents; 21 had
no father ; 11 no mother . Of the 30 mothers, 29 went to work every day . 23 spent
the whole day without any grownup care or attention . Only 4 boys had a bed of their
own ; the rest sleeping in a room with from 2 to 6persons . 22 had no blanket ; 14 no
bed linen . 7 boys had no shirt ; 14 no shoes, 7 had borrowed shoes . 37 had no over- .
coat . Only 5 had two warm meals a . day ; 28 had one warm meal daily ; 8 had a warm meal
only occasionally . 37 went to school without breakfast ; all were under weight . None
of the boys lived in a home which was regularly heated.
Now look at the correspondine end relF ted facts : 32 of the 41 boys admitted
having stolen ; 31 wood and coal ; 3 money and other things.
A limner survey of a girls' school in the east of Berlin showed almost exactly
parallel conditions.
And here is a typical home situation,from the same source . The W
family,
sia persons,--husband, wife and four children-- live, cook, and sleep in one room.
The men has open TB ; he cannot leave the only bed of : the family . Neither can they
move him into a hospital . The wife works in a factory all day and sleeps at night
on the table . The children are bound to be infected soon and therefore are not allowed to go to school or to piny with other children in the street.
Did these fourteen-year-olds "bring it on themselves"? They were five years
old in 1939, They will be 21 in 1955 . What kind of men and women will they be then,
in physical health and social health? What kind of citizens, building what kind of
state? That kind of world order?
This is the real Battle of Berlin; the one we need to be concerned about, the
one we could each do . little bit about.
While the diplomats dee p en the deadlock over prestige and power claims, the
sha p e of things to come is being determined in the school rooms of Berlin as surely
as it was in the days following 1919.
AN UNSEEN GUEST?

It is too late to share the 'turkey and fixin's' most of us will
enjoy about the time we are reeding this News-Letter, but won't
we all be a little happier in our thanks giving if we plan now for an "Unseen Guest"
at our Christmas dinner tables?
There are nine families on our waiting list now ; some of them have been waiting
for months . It is true thet in some areas, for some people, there has been some improvement in food (by their standards ; not by ours) but none in clothing . Actually,
the needy, espedially the aged, ara getting more needy, if such a . thing is possible,
and the resources for helping them are growing less . This winter promises to be in
many ways one of the worst since the war.
Here era messages from two recipients . of our packages:
"Three years ago after our flight, we still had been Able to go in the fields
and gather some ears of grain after the harvest . New we are so weak and undernourished th^t this is too hard a task for our monthly food allotments are getting smaller instead of bigger ; e .g ., 50 gr . (1 .7 oz .) of fat per month only . How have we
earned this slow but sure way to starvation, we often ask_ ourselves ."
"?kith great joy and such astonishment as I never experienced before in my life,
the wonderful things were unpacked . I feel it my sacred duty to express deepest
thanks to your friends and co-workers . We could hardly sleep after the pleasure and
excitement . We kept looking and couldn't leave the house, our ha epiness was so great.
May you have no suffering . . . .all your life on earth ."
We'd like to spread such genuine Christmas happiness to all our waiting families:
you can do it . Send $10 for a CARE package ; or send a smaller amount for us to pool
with others and share-a.-family . We will send you the name of your family so that you
can write a personal letter . If you want to make your gift in the name of a friend,
we will send the friend a card reading:
"At this Christmas Season when so many people are hungry, sick and anxious,
it seems to me appropriate to make them the recipients of my Christmas giving.
This card brings my wish for your happiness now and always, and the hone that
all of us may join to bring both material help and love and hope to the suffer ing in other lands ."
Your responses to the call for light was splendid . More than 100 lbs . of

move him into a hospital . The wife works in a factory all day and sleeps at night
on the table . The children are bound to be infected soon and therefore are not allowed to go to school or t p play with other children in the street.
Did these fourteen-year-olds "bring it on themselves"? They were five years
old in 1939 . They will be 21 in 1955 . What kind of men and women will they be then,
in physical health and social health? What kind of citizens, building what kind of
state? That kind of world order?
This is the real Battle of Berlin,; the one we need to be concerned about, the
one we could each do. P little bit about.
While the diplomats dee pen the deadlock over prestige and power claims, the
shap e of things to come is being determined in the school rooms of Berlin as surely
as it was in the days following 1919.
AN UNSEEN GUEST?

It is too late to share the 'turkey and fixin's'_ most of us will
enjoy about the time we are reading this News-Letter, but won't
we all be a little happier in our thanks giving if we plan . now for an "Unseen Guest"
at our Christmas dinner tables?
There are nine families on our waiting list now ; some of them have been waiting
for months . It is true thet in some areas, for some people, there has been some improvement in food ((by their standards ; not by ours) but none in clothing, Actually,
the needy, especially the aged, are getting more needy, if such e thing is possible,
and the resources for helping them are growing less . This winter promises to be in
many ways one of the worst since the war.
Here are messages from two recipients . of our packages:
""Three years ago after our flight, we still had been able to go in the fields
and gather some ears of grain after the harvest .' IT)w we are so weak and undernourished th^t this is too hard a task for our monthly food allotments are getting smaller instead of bigger ; e .g ., 50 gr . (1 .7 oz .) of fat per month only . How have we
earned this slow but sure way to starvation, we often ask ourselves ."
"With great joy and such astonishment as'I never experienced before in my life,
the wonderful things were unpacked . I feel it my sacred duty to express deepest
thanks to your friends and co-workers . We could hardly sleep after the pleasure and
excitement . We kept looking and couldn't leave the house, our ha ppiness was so great.
May you have no suffering . . . .all your life on earth ."
We'd like to spread such genuine Christmas happiness to all our waiting families:
you can do it . Send $10 for a CARE package ; or send a smaller amount for us to pool
with others and share-a .-family . We will send you the name of your family so that you
can write a personal letter . If you want to make your gift in the name of a friend,
we will send the friend a card reading:
"At this Christmas Season when so many people are hungry, sick and anxious,
it seems to me appropriate to make them the recipients of my Christmas giving.
This card brings my wish for your happiness now and always, and the ho-oe that
all of us may join to bring both material help and love and hope to the suffer ing in other lands ."
Your responses to the call for light was splendid . More than 100 lbs . of
candles have been shipped . Shoes, clothing, bedding, soap - still go to, and from our depot at 722 North Salina. Street.
GOOD EXAMPLE from our October mail : "I am very much interested in my News-Letter
and want to pass it on to others . Enclosed is one dollar . Please
send it to the three following addresses :"
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